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Abstract
The assumption of the work presented in this paper is the situatedness of the change process. The Enterprise Knowledge Development - Change Management Method (EKD-CMM) provides multiple and dynamically constructed ways of working to organize and to guide the change management. The method is built on the notion of labeled graph of intentions and strategies called a road map and the associated guidelines. The EKD-CMM road map is a navigational structure that supports the dynamic selection of the intention to be achieved next and the appropriate strategy to achieve it whereas guidelines help in the operationalization of the selected intention following the selected strategy. This paper presents the EKD-CMM road map and guidelines and exemplifies their use with a real case study.
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I. Introduction
Enterprises are facing increasing pressures and competitiveness. Corporate restructuring, downsizing and reengineering are usual responses of organizations. The change is often made with explicit objectives of cost reduction and improved efficiency and effectiveness. Information Technologies (IT) are playing an important role in facilitating Business Process Reengineering (BPR). They are positioned as a unique resource that enables automation, monitoring, analysis and coordination to support the transformation of business processes [20]. Hammer and Champy define a business process as a set of activities, which produces -from one or several inputs- an output valuable for the customer [22]. The paradigm of BPR seeks to achieve performance improvement by radically reengineering the organization, whereas traditional information systems development has focused on automating and supporting existing business processes [21]. Now, organizations have the capability to create entirely new ways of working that are oriented towards customer satisfaction. In this context, achieving organizational transformation depends on the creation of a powerful vision of what future should be
While some companies require radical restructuring of business processes [63], others may benefit from improvement of existing operations. To control and reengineer business one needs to thoroughly understand business operations in the context of company strategic goals, company culture and in terms of business efficiency measures. The systematic modeling of business knowledge can ease this complex task of building up the understanding of the business situation [30].

The work presented in this paper addresses the organizational change management method applied in the ESPRIT project ELEKTRA. The so-called Enterprise Knowledge Development - Change Management Method (EKD-CMM) provides a systematic way to organize and to guide the change management.

EKD-CMM is a method to documenting an enterprise, its objectives, business processes and support systems, helping enterprises to consciously develop schemes for implementing changes. Contemporary enterprises are highly complex distributed systems having many purposes and customers and involving many actors, technologies and business processes. Enterprises that can manage complexity and can respond to rapid change in an informed manner can gain a competitive advantage. The purpose of the EKD-CMM is to provide a framework for considering:

- how the enterprise functions currently,
- what are the requirements for change and the reasons for change,
- what alternatives could be envisaged in order to meet these requirements, and
- what are the criteria and arguments for evaluating these alternatives.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the EKD-CMM views of enterprise modeling and organizational change management and introduces the EKD - Change Management Method. This section is more particularly devoted to the presentation of the EKD-CMM process model as a road map. Section 3 introduces the electronic guidebook which has been developed to guide EKD-CMM engineers and managers involved in the change process management to organize this process. Section 4 presents an example of a route that has been followed towards the road map in a real case study and develops the associated guidelines.

II. EKD-Change Management Method: Intention based modeling of the organizational change

EKD-CMM provides a systematic approach to develop and document enterprise knowledge and to help organizations to develop models for implementing changes. EKD-CMM satisfies two requirements: (i) assisting Enterprise Knowledge Modeling and (ii) guiding the organizational change process.

Enterprise Knowledge Modeling refers to a set of conceptual models for describing various aspects of the organization [34], [42], [47], [48], [49], [51] including enterprise business processes (roles, actors,
activities, objects,...) and enterprise objectives [3], [37].

Process guidance concerns the support provided to the change process definition. Work in this area mainly focuses on prescriptive approaches. However, due to its social and innovative nature, the organizational change can not be fully prescribed. In fact, the change process is a decision making process i.e. a non-deterministic process. Accordingly, process guidance should allow selecting dynamically the next task to be performed depending on the situation at hand [19], [45], [46], [52], [53], [54].

Sub-section 2.1 presents a short state-of-the-art in order to situate our method among several others that have been published under similar research themes. The EKD-CMM views of enterprise modeling and organizational change management are developed in sub-sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. Sub-section 2.4 presents the EKD-CMM road-map which defines the multiple ways-of-working (process models) offered by the method. Finally methodological guidelines associated to the map are introduced in sub-section 2.5. Some of them will be developed in section 4.

II.1. Appropriateness of the existing approaches to the change process modeling: A State of the Art

Information System engineering and requirement engineering methods were classically focused on the product aspect of systems development and have paid less attention to the description of formally defined processes which could be supported by CASE environments.

A **product** is the desired output of the design process. Within EKD-CMM, the product is a set of organizational models describing the new system to be constructed and the organization in which it will operate. The **process** keeps track of how the product has been constructed in a descriptive manner. A **process and its related product are specific to an application**.

A **Product Model** defines the set of concepts and constraints used by an engineer for defining a product together with their properties and relationships. A **Process Model** is a description of processes at the type level. It defines how to use the concepts defined within a Product Model and may serve two distinct purposes: descriptive or prescriptive [6], [32]. A descriptive Process Model aims at recording and providing a trace of what happens during the development process [18], [44]. A prescriptive Process Model is used to describe "how things must/should/could be done". Prescriptive Process Models are often referred to as ways-of-working [62]. A **Process Model and its related Process Model** are specific to a method.

A study of the state-of-the-art on **Product Models** suggests that existing approaches to enterprise knowledge modeling can be classified into two categories. In the first category, an organization is represented as a set of inter-related elements satisfying collaboratively common objectives [5], [12], [17]. For instance, VSM [12] allows us to model an organization as a set of "viable" sub-systems

---

2 We use capitalized initials in order to differentiate the method specific Models from the application specific models that compose the product.
representing respectively the operation, co-ordination, control, intelligence (reasoning, analysis) and politics (strategy) aspects of an organization.

In the second category, the focus is given to developing different views (facets) of the organization dealing respectively on actors, roles, resources, business processes, objectives, rules, etc. [3], [7], [25], [30]. Business process modeling usually employs and/or combines three basic views: (i) the functional view expressed based on Data Flow Diagrams [8], (ii) the behavioral view focused on when and under which conditions activities are performed and based on state diagrams or interaction diagrams [28], and (iii) the structural view focused on the static aspect of the business process capturing the objects that are manipulated by the business process and their relationships [61]. For example, IDEF0 [59], [60] suggests a data flow perspective to define business processes while STATEMATE [23] covers the ‘who, what, where, when and how’ perspectives based on activity, state and module charts.

Workflow Models belong to the second category and are devoted to the representation of business processes whose execution could be automatically supported by workflow management systems. Workflow concerns, at first, an activity of scheduling and coordination of work between actors implicated in business processes. Workflow Models are numerous but there are a few theoretical studies on which they are founded. Two types distinguish themselves: a) Models coming from Petri nets (for instance, ICN), b) Models coming from the Speech Act Theory (for instance, ActionWorkflow).

According to the ICN Model [13], an information control net is a set of procedures, steps, activities, roles, and actors with a valid set of relations between these entities. The extended ICN Model [14] incorporates also the notion of goal. In the Inconcert workflow Model [39], a process (called job) consists of tasks, each of which is a unit of work that can be performed by one person. Tasks at the same level may have ordering dependencies defined among them. VPL [64] is a graphical language modeling a process as requests for tasks. Stages represent the communications needed to coordinate tasks. Each stage represents a task request, commitment or question, from one person to another, as a specific step in the process. The ActionWorkflow Model [38] considers a task as a communication relationship between two participants, a customer and a performer. A task is represented as a loop composed of four phases: preparation, negotiation, performance and acceptance. The process model is built by successive refinements. All these Product Models have some common characteristics. They use a top-down approach that enables the choice of the abstraction level of the representation and the modeling of a business process by successive decompositions. They have the same finality: to divide a complex process into a finite number of stages and to describe their flow.

A study of the state-of-the-art suggests that existing Process Models can be classified into three categories[9]: activity-oriented Models, product-oriented Models, and decision-oriented Models.

Refer to [45] for a comparative survey of process models.
Each category has an underlying paradigm that we examined in terms of its appropriateness to change process modeling.

**Activity-oriented Models** attempt to describe the development process as a set of activities with conditions constraining the order of these activities [11], [16], [26]. This linear view of activity decomposition is inadequate to model the organizational change process, because of all the alternatives that should be considered. Procedural representations cannot incorporate the rationale underlying the process and therefore do not permit reasoning about engineering choices based on existing alternatives. The linear view is also inadequate for ways-of-working which have to support backtracking and reuse of previous designs. These are necessary in the context of organizational change management.

**Product-oriented Process Models** do not put forward the activities of a process but rather the result of these activities [15], [24], [40], [65]. A positive aspect of these approaches is that they model the evolution of the product and couple the product state to the activities that generate this state. However as far as guidance is concerned, and considering the highly non-deterministic nature of the change process, it is probably difficult to write down a realistic state-transition diagram that adequately describes what has to happen during the organizational change.

The most recent type of Process Models follows a **decision-oriented paradigm** [29], [43], [56], [58]. The successive transformations of the product are looked upon as consequences of decisions. This type of Models allows a user to capture more process knowledge than the two other approaches. Decision-oriented Models are not only able to explain how but also why the process proceeds. Their enactment guide the decision making process that shapes the development, help reasoning about the rationale of decisions, and record the associated deliberation process.

In summary, the expressiveness of activity and product oriented Process Models it is not sufficient for modeling change processes where human reasoning is a major component. The executions of the activities of such processes are the consequence of human decisions. Thus a decision-oriented modeling paradigm seems to be the most appropriate for the organizational change process both for trace and guidance purposes. This type of Models allow the user to trace processes, highlighting why decisions were made and thus facilitating the introduction of change in the enterprise knowledge and the enterprise processes.

However, change processes are not adequately covered in existing decision-oriented Models. At any time, a change engineer is in a **situation** that he/she views with some specific **intention**. His/her reaction depends on both these factors; i.e. on the **context** in which he/she is placed. He/she acts contextually [56]. Clearly, there is a high need for methods which offer process guidance to provide advice on which activities are appropriate under which situations and how to perform them [10], [55].

---

4 See alternative scenario evaluation in section 4.2.5.
[67] to handle change management. In this section, we present a method, namely *Enterprise Knowledge Development- Change Management Method (EKD-CMM)* which intends to provide such guidance.

**II.2. The EKD-CMM view of enterprise modeling**

The Product Models underlying EKD-CMM are based on the use of Enterprise Models [3] whose purpose is to represent various views of an enterprise. A detailed presentation of the EKD-CMM Product Models can be found in [3], [4] and [36].

Our vision of the enterprise is structured in three levels of concern as shown in Figure 1: The *enterprise objectives* are achieved by executing the *enterprise processes* whose are themselves supported by the *enterprise information systems*.

The *goal models* of the first level represent the current and future enterprise objectives. Their purpose is to describe what the enterprise wants to achieve or to avoid.

Enterprises form networks of processes in order to meet their *objectives*. Enterprise business processes motivated by enterprise objectives are modeled at the second level according to several points of view. Consequently, *enterprise process models* resulting from these descriptions require different Product Models:

(a) What happens in enterprise processes can be analyzed in terms of the *roles* that individuals or groups play in order to meet their responsibilities. Roles correspond to sets of responsibilities and related activities. The *actor/role model* aims to describe how actors are related to each other and also to enterprise objectives.

(b) People *perform activities* to achieve enterprise objectives. The *role/activity model* is used to define enterprise processes, the way they consume/produce resources to achieve enterprise objectives.

(c) Activities carried out by different roles deal with business *objects*. Business objects set the structure of the support systems and their behavior has an identifiable life-cycle. The *object model* is used to define the enterprise entities, attributes and relationships.

The third level is useful when the EKD-CMM approach is applied to define also the requirements for the *enterprise information system*. The focus is thus the computerized system that has to support the enterprise processes in order to achieve the enterprise objectives.

Using models to represent the enterprise allows a more coherent and complete description of enterprise objectives, business processes, actors and enterprise objects than a textual description. These models are useful because they allow (i) to improve the knowledge (understanding) about the enterprise, (ii) to reason on alternative solutions and diverging points of view, and (iii) to reach an agreement. They proved their efficiency as well as for improving communication than making easier the organizational learning.
Because we wish to model the organizational change process, we focus our attention on business processes in order to understand the current way of working of the enterprise (second level in Figure 1) and we reason on the organizational change at the intentional (first) level. Reasoning on the enterprise objectives makes easier understanding of problems and communication on essential aspects (what and why instead of who, when, where and how). This representation “by objectives” may (i) constitute a document for business analysts to discuss about the enterprise and its evolution, and (ii) help, in term, analysts, designers and developers of information systems.

Figure 1: The EKD-CMM view of enterprise modeling
II.3. The EKD-CMM view of the organizational change management

The need for change is typically stated in a simple manner as a change vision. A classical example is John F. Kennedy’s statement: ‘to send a man to the moon before the end of the decade’. Thus, the change process is the process of transforming the vision into a new model. Within the world in which the vision has to be realized, many habits (legacies) exist. Some are based on formally stated goals, policies, or competing visions. Others are just regularly observable phenomena for which no predefined structure or reasons are known a priori.

The task is therefore twofold. First, relevant habits must be analyzed and the goals, policies and visions behind them must be made explicit. This is essentially a goal-driven abstraction process from existing practice leading to the ‘As-Is’ model that defines the functionality and history of the existing organization. Second, the new vision must be established in this context leading to the ‘To-Be’ model that defines the requirements for the envisioned organization. The quality of the As-Is and To-Be models depends on the knowledge elicited from the stakeholders and their involvement in the change process. According to Jackson [27] the first model describes indicative properties whereas the second one describes optative properties. As depicted in Figure 2, mastering the change in an organization requires four major steps.

![Figure 2: The EKD-CMM view of the organizational change](image)

1 - Reverse analysis: Abstracting a model from current reality (As-Is model). In most cases, no conceptual model of the actual organization exists.

2 - Change definition: Integrating the change definition into the As-Is model defining the model for the future organization (To-Be model)

3 - Change implementation: Implementing the new organization based on the To-Be model

4 - Legacy integration: Taking into account the existing context during the change implementation

Noticing this necessary juxtaposition of vision and context in an always changing environment, we define the change process as a process of establishing a vision for change in context. The change definition (step 2 in Figure 2) is itself a complex process as many alternative change routes and many
future models can be envisioned. We propose scenaria as an appropriate means to support the
definition of these alternative routes and to achieve better stakeholder involvement. Therefore, the
change process model (see Figure 2) which describes how to perform the change should include the
description of alternative scenaria that the enterprise could follow in order to reorganize itself to meet
the specific requirements for the future and to comply with the constraints imposed to the enterprise
by its environment that are called ‘contextual forces’. The change process model describes all
possible routes that the enterprise can follow to reach its envisioned future state in which all
constraints imposed by the contextual forces will be satisfied.

Thus, EKD-CMM suggests two more tasks consisting of first, modeling the alternative scenaria for
change within a change process model and secondly, selecting the appropriate scenario for change.

The EKD-CMM conceptual support for change consists in reasoning on models. As shown in Figure
2, The EKD-CMM process results in three models (the As-Is model, the To-Be model and the Change
Process model) and identifies four states to be reached when performing change management. We
refer to those as the four EKD-CMM states:

(1) ‘As-Is’ state ;
(2) ‘Alternative scenaria for change determined’ state ;
(3) ‘Alternative scenaria evaluated and the most appropriate one selected’ state ;
(4) ‘To-Be’ state.

EKD-CMM does not impose one way of reaching the four states but proposes several ones. In other
words, there are several routes that can be followed to reach the four EKD-CMM states required for
managing change. These routes are integrated in the EKD-CMM road map.

II.4. The EKD-CMM Road Map

A road map is a process model in which a non-deterministic ordering of intentions and strategies has
been included. It is a labeled directed graph with intentions as nodes and strategies as edges between
intentions. As shown in Figure 3, a map consists of a number of sections each of which is a triplet
\(\langle I_i, I_j, S_{ij} \rangle\). There are two distinct intentions called Start and Stop respectively that represent the
intentions to start navigating in the map and to stop doing so. Thus, it can be seen that there are a
number of routes in the graph from Start to Stop. The road map is a navigational structure that
supports the dynamic selection of the intention to be achieved next and the appropriate strategy to
achieve it whereas the associated guidelines help in the operationalization of the selected intention.

We assume change processes to be intention-oriented. At any moment, the change engineer has an
intention, a goal in mind that he/she wants to fulfill. To take this characteristic into account the road
map identifies the set of intentions that have to be achieved in order to solve the problem at hand.

\[\text{We use an E/R like notation. A box represents an Entity Type (ET), the labeled link represents a Relationship Type (RT) and the embedded box refers to an objectified RT.}\]
There are two key intentions in EKD-CMM, namely “Conceptualize Enterprise Business Process Model” and “Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure”. We refer to them as ‘Process Intentions’. “Conceptualize Enterprise Business Process Model (BPM)” refers to all activities required to construct a business process model whereas “Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure” refers to all those activities that are needed to identify goals and to relate them one another through AND, OR (exclusive OR) and AND/OR (inclusive OR) relationships. The two first are traditionally used in goal modeling [41]. The AND/OR relationship is required in order to make possible the expression of a multiple choice between several options.

A strategy is an approach, a manner to achieve an intention. The strategy, as part of the triplet \(<i_i,i_j,S_{ij}\>\) characterizes the flow from \(i_i\) to \(i_j\) and the way \(i_j\) can be achieved. Six strategies are used in the road map for organizational change, namely Participative Modeling Strategy, Analyst Driven Strategy, Process Clustering Strategy, Goal Deployment Strategy, Evaluation Strategy and Completeness Strategy. The road map may be extended using other strategies if they are successfully applied in different organizational change processes and prove their reusability in similar settings.

The specific manner in which an intention can be achieved is captured in a section of the map whereas the various sections having the same intention \(i_i\) as a source and \(i_j\) as target show the different strategies that can be adopted for achieving \(i_i\) when coming from \(i_i\). Similarly, there can be different sections having \(i_i\) as source and \(i_{j1}, i_{j2}, ..., i_{jn}\) as targets. These show the different intentions that can be achieved after the achievement of \(i_i\).

The EKD-CMM road map is shown in Figure 4. As shown in this figure, there might be several flows from “Start” \((i_i)\) to “Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure” \((i_j)\), each corresponding to a specific strategy (for example \(<\text{Start, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Participative Modeling Strategy}>\) and \(<\text{Start, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Analyst Driven Strategy}>\)). In this sense the map offers multi-thread flows. There might also be several strategies from different intentions to reach an intention \(i_i\) (for example \(<\text{Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Goal Deployment Strategy}>\) and

---

6 Intention are in italics \((i_i, i_j)\)

7 Strategies are in “arial narrow” \((S_{ij})\)
<Start, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Participative Modeling Strategy>). In this sense the map offers multi-flow paths to achieve an intention. Finally, the map can include reflexive flows for instance <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Goal Deployment Strategy>.

The road map contains a finite number of routes, each of them prescribing a way to develop the product, i.e. each of them is a EKD-CMM process model. Therefore the map is a multi-model. It embodies several process models, providing a multi-model view for modeling a class of EKD-CMM processes. None of the finite set of models included in the road map is recommended ‘a priori’. Instead the approach suggests a dynamic construction of the actual path by navigating in the road map. In this sense the approach is sensitive to the specific situations as they arise in the process.

Because the next intention and strategy to achieve it are selected dynamically, guidelines that make available all choices open to handle a given situation are of great convenience. The EKD-CMM road map has such associated guidelines. A guideline is a set of indications on how to proceed to achieve an intention. A guideline embodies method knowledge to guide the change engineer in achieving an intention in a given situation.

Figure 4: The road map

---

8 a section having the same intention I as a source and a target.
II.5. The purpose of the EKD-CMM guidelines associated to the road map sections

EKD-CMM guidelines are provided for each section of the road map to support the achievement of an intention following a given strategy. Some of them will be described and exemplified in section 4.

II.5.1. Follow participative modeling strategy

The participative modeling strategy seems appropriate in the situations where the organizational maturity of modeling and the participative involvement are high, the organizational culture is flat and the degree of clarity of the problem is low. The guideline implementing this strategy is suggested thus for map sections <Start, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Participative Modeling Strategy> and <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Participative Modeling Strategy>, <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Conceptualize Enterprise BPM, Participative Modeling Strategy> and <Conceptualize Enterprise BPM, Conceptualize Enterprise BPM, Participative Modeling Strategy>. A participative modeling session is typically carried out using a large plastic sheet on the wall where participants post their descriptions of different components of the models used. After this session, the modeling experts transport the model produced on the plastic sheet into a computerized tool, analyze, restructure and refine it. Then a walk-through seminar takes place in a room equipped with means to expose the results. Finally continued work proceeds as iterations of additional analysis and restructuring work. A detailed description of this guideline can be found in [4].

II.5.2. Elicit enterprise goal structure following analyst driven strategy

The analyst driven strategy seems appropriate in the situations where the organizational maturity of modeling and the participative involvement are low, the organizational culture is hierarchical and the problem is relatively well defined. The analyst driven strategy to elicit enterprise goal structure, as well as participative modeling strategy, is based on the premise that the vision of the future does not pre-exist in the minds of the change engineers and the stakeholders but needs to be formulated through brainstorming and deliberating. Nevertheless, a low level of the maturity of modeling of stakeholders and a hierarchical culture of the organization call for more guided analyst driven cooperative modeling sessions rather than participative modeling sessions. The guideline associated to map sections <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Analyst Driven Strategy> and <Start, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Analyst Driven Strategy> suggests to discuss respectively (i) on the external forces which constraint the enterprise to change and on the future enterprise requirements, and (ii) on currents goals of the enterprise. This guideline will be detailed in subsection 4.2.3.

II.5.3. Conceptualize enterprise goal structure following process clustering strategy

The guideline associated to the map sections <Start, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Process Clustering Strategy> and <Conceptualize Enterprise BPM, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Process Clustering Strategy> suggests to abstract the goals corresponding to the current state of the enterprise
by clustering the business processes aiming to achieve the same high-level business goal and to structure them in a goal hierarchy. This guideline will be described in sub-section 4.2.2.

**II.5.4. Conceptualize enterprise goal structure following goal deployment strategy**

The guideline associated to the map section <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Goal Deployment Strategy> supports the transformation of the hierarchy of current goals into a change process model. The goal deployment strategy focuses on the analysis of the impact of the external constraints and the future requirements on the current enterprise goals. The product of this guideline is a hierarchy of goals. It contains a particular type of goals, called change goals. Change goals tell us how to change the organization, i.e. what should be improved, what should be introduced and what should cease to be performed in the organization. The change process model describes all possible roads that the enterprise can follow to reach its envisioned future state in which all constraints imposed by the external forces and future requirements will be satisfied [50]. This guideline will be developed and exemplified in sub-section 4.2.4.

**II.5.5. Elicit enterprise goal structure following evaluation strategy**

The guideline associated to the map section <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Evaluation Strategy> consists of revisiting the change process model in order to identify and then evaluate alternative scenarios against pre-defined criteria. Based on this evaluation, comparisons of alternative scenarios occur and recommendations are made concerning the most appropriate scenario [35]. The application of this guideline leads to the organizational change state ‘alternative scenarios evaluated and one selected’. This means that the end of the change management route is reached and the Completeness Strategy suggests stopping. This guideline will be developed in sub-section 4.2.5.

**II.5.6. Conceptualize current enterprise business process model from start following analyst driven strategy**

The guideline associated to the map section <Start, Conceptualize Enterprise BPM, Analyst Driven Strategy> suggests to EKD-CMM analysts to observe the current context of the enterprise using a number of knowledge sources including interviews with business experts, questionnaires completed by business experts, existing literature relevant to the business domain, documentation of existing systems, etc. and then to model it using enterprise business process [33]. This guideline will be developed in sub-section 4.2.1.

**II.5.7. Conceptualize future enterprise process model from future goal structure following analyst driven strategy**

The guideline associated to the map section <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Conceptualize Enterprise BPM, Analyst Driven Strategy> should support EKD-CMM analysts to operationalize the future goal structure using various enterprise business process models (sub-section 2.3). This guideline, being in certain manner less related to change management, has not been developed in this work.
III. The electronic guidebook

III.1. The electronic guidebook structure

III.1.1. A hierarchy of usage intentions

The main objective of the EKD-CMM electronic guidebook is to guide the selection and application of a route in the EKD-CMM road map. To this end, it guides the engineer involved in change management to select the route appropriate to the situation at hand. It helps him/her to select the task to be executed next in this route; and it guides the task performance by the means of guidelines associated to the traversed map sections. However, the electronic guidebook provides knowledge not only to guide stakeholders involved in the change process, but also to understand EKD-CMM framework. The hierarchy of usage intentions shown in this figure represents the indexing of the EKD-CMM knowledge base as a goal graph. Thus, as shown in Figure 5 the electronic guidebook comprises three main parts that are identified by the three usage intentions: **Understand the Use of the EKD-CMM Electronic Guidebook**, **Understand EKD-CMM Change Management Framework** and **Apply EKD-CMM**.

![Managing Change in Organisations using EKD-CMM Electronic Guidebook](image)

**Figure 5: The step by step navigation in the EKD-CMM electronic guidebook**

- The first part, called **Understand the Use of the EKD-CMM Electronic Guidebook**, describes how to navigate in the guidebook. This can be carried out in two ways:
  - using the EKD-CMM electronic guidebook usage intentions hierarchy (see Figure 6), or
  - step by step selecting one of the three main entry points (see Figure 5) and then browsing page to page using the arrow buttons: the up-arrow to move to the previous level in the intention hierarchy, the right-arrow to move to the next intention at the same level in the intention hierarchy, and the left-arrow to move to the previous intention at the same level.

- The second part, called **Understand EKD-CMM Change Management Framework**, explains the EKD-CMM way of thinking, introduces the various components of the EKD-CMM way of
modeling (models and tools), and describes the different ways of working for managing the organizational change using EKD-CMM by the means of the EKD-CMM road map and its associated guidelines.

• The third part, called Apply EKD-CMM, provides the multiple ways of applying EKD-CMM and gives access to the corresponding guidelines.

**III.1.2. Typology of guidelines**

Following [57] we consider a method as embedding a set of guidelines. In the context of EKD-CMM, a guideline suggests how to progress at a given point of the EKD-CMM process, how to fulfill a modeling intention that an EKD-CMM user may have. A guideline might be looked upon as a structured module of knowledge for supporting decision making in the EKD-CMM process.

![Diagram of the hierarchy of usage intentions of the EKD-CMM electronic guidebook](image)

**Figure 6: The hierarchy of usage intentions of the EKD-CMM electronic guidebook**

Guideline representation is based upon the formalism developed in the NATURE project [19]. A guideline has a signature defined as a pair <(situation), intention>. A *situation* is a part of the product, it makes sense to make a decision on. It indicates when the guideline can be applied. What we mean...
here by product refers to the different application specific EKD-CMM models. An intention represents a goal a change engineer wants to fulfill at a given point in time when he/she uses the EKD-CMM method for managing change in organizations. All the EKD-CMM guidelines available in the guidebook follow these definition and are described with respect to the following template:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the guideline: It expresses a process intention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of the guideline: It provides a summary of the content of the guideline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body of the guideline: It tells how to achieve the intention by providing steps, choices, activities to be performed and the related concepts to be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situation: It describes when the guideline can be applied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product model: It refers to one of the EKD-CMM models.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EKD-CMM guidelines are organized into hierarchies. Links between guidelines are of two kinds: refinement links allowing the refinement of a large-grained guideline into finer ones and composition links for the decomposition of a guideline into component guidelines. Guidelines are of three types, namely choice, plan and executable. The EKD-CMM method knowledge is defined as a hierarchy of guidelines having executable ones as leaves of this hierarchy. Browsing this hierarchy, the change engineer gets more and more fine-grained guidance.

When progressing in the EKD-CMM process, the change engineer may have several alternative ways to solve an issue. Therefore, he/she has to select the most appropriate one among the set of possible choices. In order to model such a piece of EKD-CMM process knowledge, we use the first type of guideline, namely the choice guideline. The body of a Choice Guideline offers different alternative ways for achieving the process intention. Arguments are provided to help in the selection of the most appropriate alternative. Alternatives of a choice guideline are guidelines too.

In order to represent situations requiring a set of decisions to be made for fulfilling a certain intention, the EKD-CMM process modeling formalism includes a second type of guideline called Plan Guideline. A plan guideline can be looked as dealing with a macro issue which is decomposed into sub-issues, each of which corresponds to a sub-decision. Components of a plan guideline are also guidelines. For example, the guideline associated to the map section <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Goal Deployment Strategy> is a plan guideline composed of two component guidelines, namely Construct change goals hierarchy, and Attach processes as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8: An example of plan guideline:

Elicit Change Goal Structure from Current Goal Structure following Goal Deployment Strategy

An Executable Guideline corresponds to an operationalizable intention that is directly applicable through a set of activities. The body of an executable guideline proposes a set of activities to be performed for achieving its process intention. For instance, the guideline associated to the map section <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Analyst Driven Strategy> suggests to perform the activities described in sub-section 4.2.3.

III.2. The electronic guidebook contents

In this section we illustrate the following intentions of the usage intention hierarchy (see Figure 6): Understand EKD-CMM Change Management Framework, Select EKD-CMM guidelines and Apply EKD-CMM guidelines.

III.2.1. Understand EKD-CMM Change Management Framework

This page aims to help the change engineer to understand the EKD-CMM change management framework. It provides links to other pages that develop the EKD-CMM way of thinking (Understand Change Management within EKD-CMM), the EKD-CMM way of modeling (Understand EKD-CMM Modeling Techniques and Tools) and its multiple ways of working (Understand EKD-CMM Road Map and Guidelines).

III.2.2. Select EKD-CMM guidelines

The first sub-branch of the Apply EKD-CMM part of the electronic guidebook, called Select EKD-CMM guidelines, offers three guided ways to select the guideline the change engineer has to apply next: through the EKD-CMM road map, through a step in a route or through change management steps.

(i) As we have already mentioned, the EKD-CMM road map (see Figure 4) proposes flows to navigate from one intention to another using given strategies. One way of progressing in the
change management process is to select the intention to perform next, and to select one of the possible strategies (if several) to flow to this intention. Select guidelines through road map intention of the indexing hierarchy allows the change engineer to identify the guideline supporting the achievement of the intention he/she wants to fulfill based on the EKD-CMM road map.

(ii) The usage intention named Select guidelines through pre-defined routes allows the change engineer to visualize the steps of the three routes implemented in the EKD-CMM electronic guidebook. Their stepwise descriptions shall be considered as reminders of these routes. They might be used during an EKD-CMM project, to visualize the route that is followed. If the change engineer decides to apply the EKD-CMM guidelines by selecting them through an example of a pre-defined route, he/she should first choose the route to follow as shown in Figure 9.

Let us suppose that in the situation at hand, the maturity of modeling of the organization and the degree of participative involvement are low, the organizational culture is hierarchical, and the external pressures are known. Therefore, as the situation matches the factors for the bottom-up route, this route is selected (see Figure 10). The selection of the step to carry out next in the route identifies the guideline (the corresponding hypertext link) which supports this step as shown in Figure 10.

(iii) The usage intention named Select guidelines through change management steps allows the change engineer to identify the guideline to be followed according to the change management step he/she wants to carry out. Figure 11 shows the page of the guidebook indexed by the usage intention Select guidelines through change management steps.

Figure 9: Three examples of routes implemented in the EKD-CMM electronic guidebook
Follow the Bottom-up Route

The bottom-up route comprises six steps, namely B1 to B6. The guideline to perform each step is accessible by the name of the corresponding modeling strategy (the blue underlined statement in the following table).

- **B1**: Conceptualize Current BPM from Start following **Analyst Driven Strategy**
- **B2**: Elicit Current Goal Structure from Current BPM following **Process Clustering Strategy**
- **B3**: Elicit Future Goal Structure from Current Goal Structure following **Analyst Driven Strategy**
- **B4**: Elicit Change Goal Structure from Current Goal Structure following **Goal Deployment Strategy**
- **B5**: Elicit Most Suitable Change Goal Structure from Change Goal Structure following **Evaluation Strategy**
- **B6**: Step from Change Goal Structure following **Completeness Strategy**

Figure 10: Applying EKD-CMM by selecting guidelines through the 'bottom-up route'

Select Guidelines Through Change Management Steps

This guideline organizes the EKD-CMM guidelines with respect to the five change management steps during which they can be applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Management Steps</th>
<th>EKD-CMM Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 Define current state of the enterprise | - Conceptualize Current BPM from Start following **Analyst Driven Strategy**  
- Elicit Current Goal Structure from Current BPM following **Process Clustering Strategy**  
- Elicit Current Goal Structure from Start following **Process Clustering Strategy**  
- Elicit Current Goal Structure from Start following **Participative Modelling Strategy**  
- Elicit Current Goal Structure from Start following **Analyst Driven Strategy** |
| 2 Define objectives for change | - Elicit Future Goal Structure from Current Goal Structure following **Analyst Driven Strategy**  
- Elicit Future Goal Structure from Current Goal Structure following **Participative Modelling Strategy**  
- Elicit Future Goal Structure from Start following **Participative Modelling Strategy** |
| 3 Determine alternative scenarios for change | - Elicit Change Goal Structure from Current Goal Structure following **Goal Deployment Strategy**  
- Conceptualize Alternative BPM from Future Goal Structure following **Participative Modelling Strategy** |
| 4 Evaluate alternative scenarios for change | - Elicit Most Suitable Change Goal Structure from Change Goal Structure following **Evaluation Strategy**  
- Step from Change Goal Structure following **Completeness Strategy**  
- Conceptualize Most Suitable BPM from Alternative BPM Scenario following **Evaluation Strategy** |
| 5 Define new state of business processes | - Conceptualize Future BPM from Goal Structure following **Analyst Driven Strategy**  
- Conceptualize Future BPM from Selected BPM Scenario following **Participative Modelling Strategy**  
- Step from Future BPM following **Completeness Strategy** |

Figure 11: Applying EKD-CMM by selecting guidelines through change management steps
Thus, the Select EKD-CMM guidelines sub-branch of the intention hierarchy allows the change engineer, first to decide in which manner he/she wants to be guided, second to select the methodological guideline he/she has to apply next in a guided way, and third to apply it using the corresponding hypertext link embedded in the page of the guidebook chosen in the first step.

**III.2.3. Apply EKD-CMM guidelines**

The second sub-branch of the Apply EKD-CMM part of the electronic guidebook, called Apply EKD-CMM guidelines, is suitable if the change engineer is knowledgeable enough of what he wants to do next in order to select the guideline to be applied next *directly*. This sub-branch contains the EKD-CMM available guidelines. There is one guideline to be applied for each map section. The page of the guidebook indexed by the intention Apply EKD-CMM guidelines offers choices with arguments to help in the selection of the appropriate alternative.

**IV. An example of application of EKD-CMM and description of the suggested guidelines**

The work presented in this section is part of an industrial application concerning the deregulation of a large European electricity company with a particular focus on the company’s distribution business unit. This unit is responsible for the delivery of electricity to consumers and the merchandising of electricity services. Currently, this company operates in a monopoly market. However, it is in the process of redesigning its business structure and planning reforms for the future, in anticipation of the opening of the European electricity market. This is especially critical in the distribution business unit, which is the interface of the company with the final customer.

**IV. 1. An example of route in the EKD-CMM road map**

The purpose of this section is to highlight the use of the EKD-CMM guidebook to carry out the four states of the organizational change described in section 2.3. This will be done following the bottom-up route. Indeed, the context of the studied company corresponds to a low level of the organization maturity of modeling and well-known external pressures. Therefore, the bottom-up route is preferred. This route begins by discovering the current situation before proceeding to defining the possible transformation options. In terms of the EKD-CMM road map, this route is highlighted in figure 10. In the remainder of this section we describe each of the sections illustrated in figure 10 and listed underneath.

MS1: <Start, Conceptualize Enterprise Business Process Model, Analyst Driven Strategy >


MS3: <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Analyst Driven Strategy >

MS4: <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Goal Deployment Strategy >

MS5: <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Evaluation Strategy >

MS6: <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Stop, Completeness Strategy >


**IV. 2. Application of associated guidelines along this route**

**IV.2.1. Describing current enterprise business processes: ‘As-Is’ state**

As shown in figure 10, the first step in this route constitutes the discovery of the existing organizational state (i.e., reaching the As-Is state). The guideline associated to the map section MS1 suggests the use of the EKD-CMM enterprise business process models (see sub-section 2.2) and proposes the following activities:

- To observe the current state of the enterprise by interviewing top managers and domain experts. The observation of the current state of the enterprise aims to understand the enterprise processes, to identify actors and resources which are involved, the dependencies between actors and the business objects which are used in the enterprise processes.

- To define role/activity diagrams: This activity leads to the description of the way enterprise processes consume/produce resources to achieve the enterprise objectives. Actors involved in a business process perform one or several activities according to a predefined sequence. The set of activities performed by an actor in a process defines a role as shown in Figure 12.

![Figure 12: Example of role/activity diagram](image)

- To define actor/role diagrams: This activity completes the description of business processes by identifying the actors (individuals or groups) playing the involved roles in order to meet their responsibilities and describing the dependencies (authority, resource, coordination, goal) between involved roles.

- To define class/association, state transition and event diagrams: This activity aims to define first business objects that are used in the enterprise processes. Then, event diagrams describing the impact of what happens in the enterprise on these objects are produced. For instance, for a new connection
request a new account is created. Finally, for each identified object, its life-cycle describing the state changes induced by the events previously represented are described in a state transition diagram.

- Check consistency between static and dynamic views of the enterprise processes: This activity verifies if objects required for the performance of business processes as described in the role/activity diagrams are defined in the class/association diagrams, if all operations triggered by events described in event diagrams correspond to activities described in the corresponding role/activity diagrams, etc.

In the studied case, EKD-CMM analysts, using various knowledge sources as listed in section 2.5.6, carried out the conceptualization. The result was a set of models for over 150 business processes documented in terms of Actor/Role Diagrams, Role/Activity Diagrams, etc…

**IV.2.2. Abstracting current enterprise goals: ‘As-Is’ state**

The goals realized by existing processes [31], [36] were then abstracted from the process descriptions and structured in a goal hierarchy, thus establishing the connection between the current enterprise purpose and behavior. In fact, the guideline associated to the map section MS2 suggests defining the goal hierarchy of the enterprise corresponding to its current state, by clustering the business processes aiming to achieve the same high-level business goal. It includes the following activities:

- To identify goals reached by current enterprise processes by interviewing top managers and/or domain experts: A business process provides some desired output to an internal or external customer. Roughly speaking, when a process is defined at a detailed level, the delivery of the output can be considered as the operational goal attached to the process.

- To identify macro-processes and the corresponding enterprise goals by performing modeling sessions: Processes do not operate independently but are related in different ways. (i) They can have temporal relationships expressing the triggering of a process by another one; (ii) A process defined in a detailed way at the operational level can be seen as an activity in a macro-process. This leads to the identification of macro-processes characterized by higher level goals.

- To organize enterprise goals in a goal hierarchy: The recursive application of the process aggregation mechanism leads to the construction of a hierarchy of goals describing the current objectives of the enterprise. The leaves of this hierarchy correspond to operational goals.

Figure 13 shows an excerpt of the current goal hierarchy obtained by the application of this guideline in our case study. Leaf goals in this hierarchy are operational goals corresponding to specific enterprise processes. Higher-level goals were abstracted from these operational goals based on their intentional affinities.
Reaching the **To-Be** state was then conducted in an analyst driven approach as indicated in the map section **MS3**. This resulted in the specification of both contextual forces which constraint the enterprise to change as well as future enterprise requirements. A contextual force is an external constraint to the company that shall be taken into account while studying changes. In our case, “Change the distribution business unit to comply to the EU rules”, “Introduce means for Third Party Access”, “Enter the competition market” are examples of contextual forces. Future requirements are the goals describing the envisioned future state of the company. For instance, “Improve customer services”, “Introduce new technologies” are examples of future requirements of the distribution business unit of the studied company. The guideline associated to this map section suggests a cooperative approach. It allows to participants to: (a) loosely define and rationalize issues regarding the future situation, (b) refine and categorize future requirements, (c) prioritize requirements through a variety of voting procedures, (d) analyze interdependencies between the requirements, (e) hinder dominant participants so that they did not adversely affect the outcome.

The whole process was assisted by the use of Ventana GroupSystems© [66]. GroupSystems is a suite of team-based decision software tools that were used for the identification, elaboration and resolution of requirements. By engaging in such activities the participants managed to agree on a number of critical issues relating to the future of Distribution. The identified requirements were extensively discussed and rationalized in a process that necessitated several sessions involving both strategic and operational Distribution personnel.

Figure 14 shows the future requirements of the Distribution Business Unit concerning new markets. Two other hierarchies have been constructed using this guideline concerning the improvements for solving problems that exist in the current state of the company and contextual forces, respectively.
Having discovered the existing enterprise situation and identified future requirements, the next step in the bottom-up route was to identify the effect of future requirements on the current organizational structure thus providing a basis for a reasoned approach for future improvement. This corresponds to the road map section MS4 that suggests a goal deployment strategy and supports the transformation of the hierarchy of current goals produced in the map section MS2 into a change process model, taking into account contextual forces and future requirements.

The guideline associated to this map section suggests to progressively generate the hierarchy of change goals by studying the impact of the contextual forces onto the current goals and to highlight the impacts of the change on current business processes. First, the current goal hierarchy is considered in a top down manner starting by the top level goal and examining its descendants step by step, until the leaves are reached. The hierarchy of change goals which describes the alternative scenario for change is constructed accordingly, in a top down manner, step by step, by generating the change goals either as improvements of the current goals or by introducing new goals (see Figure 15). Then, for each leaf of the hierarchy of change goals, current processes that will be maintained, extended or improved are attached to the goals (see Figure 8).

Roughly speaking the process followed in constructing the change goal hierarchy iterates for each goal in the current goal hierarchy on the two main activities: ‘deploy goals’ and ‘add new goals’. The
former organizes goal deployment by studying the impact of the contextual forces on the current goals, eliciting and introducing the change goals reflecting the impact and envisioning alternative solutions. The latter suggests to introduce new goals that complement a goal elicited during the deployment step, to introduce alternative goals and to develop in detail all goals that have been introduced. This iterative process which is formally described by the following algorithm is encapsulated into the guideline associated to the section MS4 of the EKD-CMM road map.

For each goal G in the current goal hierarchy and its immediate sub-goals SG_i

For each contextual force CF

1) Deploy (G, SG_i) with regards to CF

   For each sub-goal SG_i
   
   1.1. Determine impact of CF on SG_i
   
   1.2. Define the corresponding change goal C_i, and introduce it in the hierarchy
   
   1.3. Envision alternative goals C_ij for C_i, and introduce them in the hierarchy

2) Add new goals

   2.1. Envision complementary goals C_k and introduce them in the hierarchy
   
   2.2. Envision alternative goals C_a and introduce them in the hierarchy
   
   2.3. Develop goals C_k and C_a

As an illustration of the goal deployment process, let us consider Figures 13 and 15 which describe respectively, the Distribution Unit current top level goals (those in black in Figure 13) and the chunk of the change process model resulting of the application of the goal deployment guideline.

It shall be noticed that step 1 is always applied to a current goal (G) together with its sub-goals (SG_i). This structure is referred as a ‘basic block’. Thus, each iteration in the process deploys a current goal based on the analysis of the corresponding basic block (goals in bold in Figure 13).

Step 1 consists in determining the impact of the contextual force CF on each SG_i. There are four ways to type the impact of a contextual force on a current goal. The type ‘improve’ shall be used when there is no need to drastically change the current goal but rather to perform some improvements to increase the efficiency of the current practices. The type ‘maintain’ shall be used when there is no need to change the current goal but to keep it as it is. The type ‘cease’ shall be used when there is a need to withdraw a current goal that is considered to be no longer beneficial for the enterprise. The type ‘extend’ shall be used when the current goal is still valid but there is a need to enlarge its scope (e.g., to add a new functionality, etc.). Accordingly, a change goal is elicited based on the type of impact and the current goal being impacted.

In the case study, clearly when the company’s Distribution Unit will ‘enter the competition market’, the company will have to deal with two types of customers: the non-eligible customers and the eligible ones. The impact of the contextual force is therefore twofold. The former consists to turn the current goal “satisfy customer requests” into ’Improve existing processes to serve efficiently non-
eligible customers”. The latter will be taken into account during the sub-step 2.1. In a competitive environment having a good quality product is maybe not enough and instead, it is necessary to improve the current processes in order to “Exploit distribution network in a competitive environment”. More importantly, Distribution Unit should move from a situation where to “Minimize operational cost” was a satisfactory objective to a situation where it is necessary to “Become financially efficient and competitive”.

When all change goals corresponding to the possible impacts have been introduced in the hierarchy, sub-step 1.3 consists in identifying alternative scenarios for them. In fact, a change goal can be achieved in several alternative ways with respect to different factors (quality requirements, market opportunity, technology availability, etc.). Envisioning alternative change goals means describing all possible alternative ways for fulfilling the change goal. For instance, the electricity company identified two ways to serve efficiently non-eligible customers: by improving/adapting the current practices or by introducing an intelligent front desk. These two alternative change goals “Serve efficiently non-eligible customers” and “Introduce intelligent front desk to serve efficiently non-eligible customers” are therefore introduced in the hierarchy (see Figure 15).

Sub-step 2.1 consists in introducing new complementary goals C_k which could be necessary to comply with the change goal C. The fifth type of change goal, namely ‘introduce’, shall be used when a change goal is totally new to the enterprise with regard to its current goals. The task when adding new change goals consists in envisioning new complementary goals that should be necessary to comply with the change goal considered in the situation. For instance, it is clear that competitiveness will depend to a large extend of the customer satisfaction and requires to train the company’s personnel. Therefore, the complementary change goal “Introduce a customer oriented culture” has been added in the change process model. In the same manner, because of the eligible customers to whom the Distribution Unit should provide new services, a new goal is set, namely, “Introduce new means to serve efficiently eligible customers”.

It shall be noticed that the impact analysis in this example results in adding complementary goals, introducing alternative manners of proceeding and improving current goals. The hierarchy of Figure 15
is an excerpt of the change process model and reflects the impact analysis for change. The processes attached to the three current goals will have to be improved in the light of the following change goals “Become financially efficient and competitive”, “Exploit distribution network in a competitive environment” and “Improve current practices for serving efficiently non eligible customers”.

In addition, complementary processes will have to be defined in order to cope with the new goals, namely “Introduce a customer oriented culture”, “Introduce intelligent front desk for serving efficiently non eligible customers” and “Introduce new means to serve efficiently eligible customers”. There is two alternative ways to accomplish the last goal: “Introduce intelligent front desk for serving efficiently eligible customers” and “Introduce adaptations of existing practices for serving efficiently eligible customers”.

In summary, the goal deployment strategy allows us to take the full advantage of (i) the goal modeling activities that have been carried out along the map sections MS1 and MS2, (ii) the result of the brainstorming sessions performed to define the contextual forces and the future goals of the company along the map section MS3. The guideline suggested for the map section MS4 recommends an intention-driven modeling process which results in a hierarchy of change goals including the alternative roads to be followed by the enterprise in order to reach the envisioned future state.

IV.2.5. Evaluating the alternative change scenaria and selecting the most appropriate ones: ‘Alternative scenaria evaluated and the most appropriate ones selected’ state

Selection of an optimal change option is carried out through comparative evaluation of alternative scenarios within the change process model. The map section MS5: <Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Elicit Enterprise Goal Structure, Evaluation Strategy> supported the selection of the most appropriate change solution.

In order to obtain a more manageable number of scenaria prior to evaluations, the guideline associated to this map section suggests first, to prune the change process model. Pruning consists in removing alternatives in the hierarchy of change goals using strategic criteria. In order to limit the complexity of the evaluation process, each branch of the pruned change process model is considered separately. After a natural language description of all possible scenaria within a branch, several stakeholders evaluate each scenario. Then, individual results are aggregated and the average scoring of the scenario for each criterion is presented in a summary table. A preferred set of scenaria is selected by branch by comparing one scenario against another on their respective scores. Finally, the appropriateness of the preferred scenaria defined separately as sets of branch scenaria are globally evaluated. This can result in backtracking on choices made locally. The preferred set of scenaria is then documented and recommendations for the selection of the most suitable ones are provided.

The following algorithm describes the scenaria evaluation process encapsulated into this guideline:

1) Inspect and prune the change process model
   
   For each branch
   
   2) Compile the list of scenaria
3) Evaluate scenario using criteria in a qualitative manner
4) Assess the level of agreement of the qualitative evaluation of each scenario
5) Evaluate scenario with no consensus using metrics in a quantitative manner
6) Assess the level of agreement of the quantitative evaluation of each scenario
7) Choose preferred set of scenarios based on a comparative evaluation
8) Perform global evaluation
9) Derive the preferred set of scenarios

Let us first introduce the notion of scenario with an example. A scenario is defined as a sub-hierarchy of change goals that are related through AND relationships only. The example presented in Figure 16 is an excerpt of the Distribution Unit change process model. This hierarchy describes several ways of fulfilling the goals “Serve efficiently non eligible customers”, “Introduce new means to serve efficiently eligible customers”, and “Introduce a customer oriented culture”. Each distinct combination of these ways gives rise to different scenarios. The generation of these alternative scenarios comes from the OR and AND/OR relationships.

A scenario is one solution to achieve a change goal. Figure 17 shows two scenarios among the 124 \((2^5 - 1) \times 2 \times 2\) which can be generated from the change process model of Figure 16. In can be noticed that a scenario does not include OR and AND/OR relationships.

As an illustration of the scenario evaluation process, let us consider the excerpt of the Distribution Unit change process model of Figure 16.

Step 1 aims at pruning this hierarchy of change goals in order to limit the number of scenarios to be examined and compared in the following steps. Thus, the set of alternatives related to AND/OR and OR relationships is evaluated against the strategic criteria. The removal of alternatives based on this evaluation produces the pruned change process model.

Step 2 consists in producing all possible scenarios within a branch [35]. A formal procedure is defined to automatically produce these alternative branch scenarios. Then, each identified scenario is named and described by the collection of the leaf goals and in natural language. For instance, Scenario S contains the leaf goals “Maintain the safe and continuous provision of electricity” and “Introduce intelligent front desk for serving efficiently non-eligible customers” and its description in natural language is the following: “Introduce information front desk as a re-engineering project. The change will involve complete redesign of service processes and supporting IT systems. The implementation horizon is 5 years and focused on non-eligible customers.”
The conformance of a scenario to some criterion can be supported or hindered by arguments for and against the scenario. Business experts express such arguments. Step 3 consists first, in collecting individual opinions by scoring the scenario against each established criterion (feasibility to deliver in the given time frame, added value, cost). The individual results are then aggregated and the average scoring for each criterion is presented in a summary table.

Step 4 aims to guarantee that the level of agreement between individual evaluations is high. This level is to be decided by the participants. As an example, let us consider the case where the stakeholders evaluate the individual scenario “Introduce information front desk for serving non-eligible customers”. If some of the voters evaluated the scenario as Low and some of them as Very High in terms of satisfying the criteria ‘Cost’, then such contradictions should be pointed out at this step. If the contradiction remains after discussion then step 5 is performed.

Step 5 aims, for every scenario with low consensus, at a quantitative evaluation based on the use of
metrics. We adopted the GQM (Goal-Question-Metric) approach which recommends goal-oriented measurement, i.e. all data collection in a measurement program should be based on a rationale that is explicitly documented [2]. This approach consists in deriving a set of metrics by setting (a) goals, (b) questions refining goals and (c) metrics to measure goal achievement (see Figure 18). Alternative scenario are then, evaluated by giving a value to each metric. Individual opinions are collected and aggregated in a summary table (see Figure 19).

**Description:** Introduce information front desk as a re-engineering project. The change will involve complete redesign of service processes and supporting IT systems. The implementation horizon is 5 years and focused on non-eligible customers

| Criteria          | Metrics                                                                 | Results          | Arguments                           | Score
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product Quality</td>
<td>The average number of customers served at the company’s Distribution premises, per hour</td>
<td>30 customers per hour</td>
<td>A very high service quality</td>
<td>Product Quality 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The average number of customer phone calls answered per hour</td>
<td>35 phone calls per hour</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The average number of customers served in similar enterprises that use intelligent front desk</td>
<td>90 customers per hour</td>
<td>The responsiveness of the Distribution Unit needs to be improved to reach the global level</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subjective evaluation by the top manager(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>....</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 18: Quantitative Evaluation Table**

Step 7 organizes a comparative evaluation of scenarios by comparing one scenario against another on their respective scores acquired in previous steps. A comparison table summarizing the scoring of all scenarios is automatically built using previous evaluation tables. An example of comparative evaluation table is given in Figure 19.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
<th>SCENARIO</th>
<th>Feasibility to deliver in the given time frame</th>
<th>Added Value</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Balance of Concerns</th>
<th>Product Quality</th>
<th>Productivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRANCH_2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve current practices for serving efficiently non-eligible customers</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduce intelligent front desk for serving efficiently non-eligible customers</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 19: An example of a Comparative Evaluation Table**

As seen in Figure 19, in Branch 2 (Figure 16) there exist two options. The first option suggests the improvement of existing practices while the second opts for the introduction of intelligent front-desk. The final markings per criterion for both scenarios are also shown. With this overall table the stakeholders can select one preferred scenario per branch. In this example such a preferred scenario could be ‘Introducing intelligent front desk for serving efficiently non-eligible customers’.

Step 8 studies the interdependencies among choices made previously per branch. The global preferred scenario resulting of the union of preferred branch scenario can be globally unsustainable for the organization, for example in terms of costs or human resources. It could be necessary to make more modifications assuming that scenario from different branches have strong negative impacts on each other.

Finally, step 9 aims to finalize and document the preferred set of scenario and to provide recommendations for the selection of the most suitable ones.
As a result of the alternative scenario evaluation, the enterprise can capture the rationale behind the decision making process and record the associated deliberation process. The capitalized knowledge can be reused when other decisions are made.

In summary, selection of an optimal change option was carried out through comparative evaluation of alternative scenarios within the change process model. Ranking the evaluation goals with respect to their relative importance proved to be of assistance. Both scenario evaluation as well as interpretation of evaluation data was dependent on subjective judgement of involved participants. Disagreement between stakeholder judgements was alleviated by the use of voting procedures.

V. Conclusion

This paper reports on the use of an intentional framework for modeling organizational change. A major advantage of the proposed approach is the systematic way of dealing with change in terms of enterprise knowledge modeling used with a process guidance framework.

The EKD-CMM framework provides users of the EKD-CMM with the possible routes of using the method depending on their intentions, the methodological situation they are in, and the tools available to them. The EKD-CMM engineer may follow a variety of routes making use of a variety of techniques. Nevertheless, we believe that mastering the change in an organization requires four key states to be reached while modeling with EKD-CMM. These are the ‘As-Is’ state defining the current business processes and objectives, the ‘Alternative scenario for change determined’ defining the alternative scenario for describing the possible alternative routes to be followed by the enterprise in order to reach its envisioned future state, the ‘Alternative scenario evaluated and one selected’ as a result of the evaluation of the alternative scenario, and the ‘To-Be’ state defining the future business processes and goals.

The benefits for the studied company for having used the method presented in this paper are the following: (a) The systematic and guided search for alternative manners to achieve a change goal helped the stakeholders to envisage innovative solutions; (b) Because the goal deployment strategy uses as input the ‘As-Is’ state, the stakeholders were able to point the impacts of the change they proposed on the existing processes; (c) Using the change process model, the stakeholders were able to carry out an informed evaluation of the alternative scenario for change to select the most appropriate one.

The experience gained during this study has substantiated the view that the route to be followed in a particular change project is very much dependent on the enactment context of the project. The selection of the bottom-up route was influenced by the uncertainty regarding both the current Distribution Business Unit situation and its possible re-organization alternatives. Application of the specific strategies forming this route was also affected by a number of situational factors including:

9 According to the specificities of decision oriented Process Models highlighted in section 2.1.
1. *organizational culture*, e.g., organizational actors that were not used to working in groups in a participative way, felt awkward in such a situation and found it difficult to contribute as intended;

2. *ability to commit resources*, e.g., the quality of the enterprise models largely depended in the participation of the ‘right’ people both in terms of business experts and method experts;

3. *social skills and consensus attitudes of participating actors*, e.g., conflicts between individuals and groups within the project increased the complexity of the situation;

4. *use of software tools* to facilitate the process execution, e.g., the use of group support technologies in participative sessions increased both productivity and the quality of results obtained; and

5. *familiarity with applied strategies and supporting technologies*, understanding, among project participants, of the capabilities and limitations of the strategies and tools applied was vital in order to make the best use of them and to produce useful results.

The implication of these empirical observations is that the change management process cannot be fully prescribed. Even when one follows a certain strategy the situational factors dominating the project may cause a number the adaptations to this strategy. This fact strengthens the position advocated by the EKD-CMM road map that in order to support the execution of change processes flexible guidelines are more relevant than rigid rules. For example, the second application that takes place in a Scandinavian country used a different route of the road map completely excluding the analyst driven strategy and using largely the participative modeling one. Thus, the *Enterprise Knowledge Development – Change Management Method* applied in the ELEKTRA project provided a systematic, nevertheless flexible, way to organize and to guide the change process, and resulted in the expression of reusable knowledge tailored to the change management.
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